NEW PALMERSTON POLICE FACILITY
CONSTRUCTION COMMENCED

Dear Stakeholder

The Northern Territory Government is improving safety in the Palmerston and surrounding areas through building a new $30 million police facility. The new facility includes a Police Station and Watch House which will:

• provide a 24 hour police presence for the Palmerston and regional area;
• enable the Northern Territory police force to accommodate the region's needs for effective contemporary policing for at least the next 30 years;
• increase emergency response capacity with a new Emergency Response Operations Centre; and
• enable up to 200 police officers to deliver key policing outcomes and services for the Palmerston and surrounding region.

Construction of the facility has commenced and is taking place on the corner of Temple Terrace and Farrah Boulevard where the NT Police will have a more central physical presence than is provided by the existing police station.

General work hours for this project are Monday to Saturday, between 7am and 5pm. There will be no work on Sundays.

The project is anticipated to be complete Mid 2019.

During the works, construction traffic in the Farrah area will be managed and monitored to limit disruption to road users and residents.

It is anticipated that public parking in the Palmerston Health Precinct overflow car park will experience periods of minor disruption. This too will be managed and monitored to limit disruption for visitors to the centre.

Queries can be directed to the Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics Project Manager Lionel Rosenberg 0429 236 743 or email lionel.rosenberg@nt.gov.au